Let us introduce you

communia

Let’s build a better society, together.

PROBLEM In today's fast paced world,
dominated by technology and overwhelming
digital content, people spend less and less time
helping each other and improving their
communities. Population's total indifference
to beneficial common goals is one of bigger
challenges for local communities.
HOW IT WORKS? By being useful members of
communia's community and performing
activities like recycling, maintaining the yard,
volunteering for charity work, helping others,
paying bills on time and doing other simple, yet
beneficial tasks, participants will receive
communia currency payouts to their wallets.
These funds can be used to cover different
communal services (monthly bills, cultural and
sport events), for other services provided by
community members (help around the house,
babysitting, fixing plumbing etc.), or they can
be shared within the community members.
By helping others and positively contributing to
the community, its members earn currency
tokens that can be used to improve the quality
of their lives.
FUNCTIONALITIES
Citizens can be rewarded automatically (e.g.) for
paying bills on time) or manually – by local
government reps and employees (e.g. for recycling)
or by their neighbors (e.g. for helping around the
house).
CITIZENS are being rewarded with the communia

coins for as many positive contributions as the local
governments allows, such as:
- recycling and waste sharing
- paying communal bills on time
- helping others doing household jobs (fixing
plumbing, babysitting, etc…)
- keeping the yard clean
- volunteering and charity work
- proper use of public parking lots
(…)
Citizens can use communia coins for:
- pay the bills for the communal services provided
by the local governments (water, waste, etc…)
- pay for the tickets for various events organized by
the local government or local public organizations
- pay for various services provided by other
community members (babysitting, plumbing,
gardening)
- give coins to other family members or friends or
donate them to other charity organizations
- give microloans to other community members
(…)
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS can use the communia

platform for:
- getting feedback on their services
- organizing a poll and include the citizens in the
process of making decisions on important local
issues (infrastructure, etc.)
- improving the local waste management system
pursuing the recycling processes
- organize funding for specific projects (e.g. school
roof replacement, organizing events…)
- give microloans to other community members
- making the public and private records more
approachable (e.g. land registries, birth certificates)
- give the citizens unique local digital identity in
order to organize a more efficient local government
(…)

communia
CITIZENS’ BENEFITS
Connecting with the local community
Working together towards positive goals
Improving personal quality of life by
improving it for all members
Reducing the cost of communal services
Social inclusion

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS’ BENEFITS
Democratization of local communities
Improved communication with the citizens
Better aligned activities with members' needs
and wishes
Stronger social relationships within
communities
Increased well being of members - resulting in
positive demographic developments

“

Our vision is to support both
local communities and
governments to enhance the
social capital and build a better
place for sustainable living.

”
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
communia can be implemented within six months
in any local communities, and its results can be
measured immediately.
JUNE

kick off meeting
JULY

defining the functionalities
AUGUST - OCTOBER

customization of communia platform
for specific local community
NOVEMBER

testing period with a number of citizens
DECEMBER

full implementation

The game
changing
community
concept.
IMPLEMENTATION
POSSIBILITIES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
This project can be realized
in a private-public
partnership and could be
applied to most global
societies, depending on
interests and ability of local
government institutions.
Being part of this system can
lead to better acceptance
and understanding of
blockchain technology which
can lead to its
implementation for digital
identity, voting, medical
records and many other
exciting opportunities.
EXPECTED PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
communia will be ready to
implement
in Q2 2020.
Q3 2018

idea conceptualization
Q4 2018

strategic partnership
development
Q1 2019

feasibility and technical study
high scale local government’s
conference with presentation of
the project – market survey
Q2 2019

IoT, AI and big data & analytics
integration
Q3 2019

first testing and public
presentation
Q4 2019

worldwide presentation and
marketing
expansion strategy
Q1-Q2 2020

This City is what it is because our
citizens are what they are.
- Plato, The Republic

final platform development,
testing
and launch

Let’s see
how the

This project’s mission is TO BUILD HAPPIER AND MORE HUMANE COMMUNITIES
by connecting its members and rewarding them for positive contribution.
Local communities are building blocks of each nation so a successful
implementation can greatly benefit society in general by promoting
helping and caring for others.

communia

works.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AND LOCAL PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS
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goods and services
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